Ellison Dies (Updated November 2018)

5 Senses, Head
5 Senses, Lips, Eye, Ear, Nose, and Hand
Airplane
Anchor
Angel
Apple
Arrows
Award
A-Z Capital
A-Z Capital Small Size
a-z lower case
a-z lower case small size
Badge Maker
Balloons
Basket
Bee
Birthday Cake
Book Pages
Border, Children
Border, Fence
Border, Grass
Border, Scallop
Border, Stars
Butterfly
Camera/Photo
Christmas tree
Circles
Circles 3
Clouds
Coins, Dime and Dollar
Coins, Nickel and Quarter
Coins, Penny and Half Dollar
Continents, Africa, Australia, and Europe
Continents, Asia
Continents, Antarctica and South America
Continents, North America
Cornucopia
Crayon
Cross
Cross †
Cupcake, Ice Cream Cone, Ice Cream Scoop, and Ice Pop
Eagle, Bald
Eggs
Firecracker
Fish
Flag
Flower
Frog
Gift and Ribbon
Gingerbread man
Globe
Graduate Cap
Heart
Heart and Arrow
Horse
Ice Cream Cone
Leaf (basic beginnings)
Leaf Maple
Lightning Bolt
Math Sign
Mitten
Music
Oval
Oval/Rectangle
Pail and Shovel
Pig
Pilgrim Hat
Planets
Pumpkin
Rabbit
Rainbow
Raindrops
Rectangle
Recycle Symbol
Rhombus
Rhombus/Trapezoid
Ribbon
Sail Boat
School Bell
School Combo
Schoolhouse
Shamrock
Snowflake
Snowman
Space Shuttle
Square
Star #
Statue of Liberty
Sun
Teddy Bear
Trapezoid
Triangle
Triangle/Square
Turkey
Umbrella
USA
Wind